
Day 3 Workshop: 
Bulkley Valley Stewardship Coalition



Learn from our knowledge & experience

Share your knowledge & experience to help 
us move forward

Today is a learning experience. 
A separate forum later this year can work on next 
steps for this initiative.  
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I. Creating a Bottom-Up Initiative 

II. Mapping Assets and Features

III. Communicating with the Public

IV. Communicating with Decision Makers

V. Where Do We Go From Here?
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Workshop Topics Your  Role
BVSC, other initiatives Listen and ask questions

MapChat Demo Learn and interact

Break (~10:30 am) Explore MapChat, maps, ...

MapChat & Mapping Discuss issues and cases

Lunch provided Explore technology, ideas...

Communicating with the 
public & decision-makers

Consider and discuss

Where to from here? Suggest next steps
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What is the BV Stewardship Coalition initiative?
A network of concerned citizens & 
organizations

Local residents working together to 
encourage sustainable development that 
protects environmental, aesthetic, cultural 
and recreational values.

◦ See mission statement and charter
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Purpose
ValleyVision.ca offers a user-friendly portal to 
Bulkley Valley planning information and a 
repository for planning knowledge and values

Objectives
Support people toward a comprehensive vision:
Information
Forum
An ongoing, cumulative public input process
Maintain a neutral point of view policy.
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www.valleyvision.ca

http://www.valleyvision.ca/
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MapChat capabilities (Demo)

Initial use: community asset inventory 
MapChat developers www.mapchat.ca
BV MapChat Technical Support Group
wiki documentation:
Exciting potential from open source 
MapChat2 and local installation on the 
BV Community Server www.bvmapchat.ca
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http://www.mapchat.ca/
http://www.bvmapchat.ca/


Try out Mapchat
Browse BVSC community asset 
mapping
View the posters, discuss ideas
Meditate in the garden
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How should we use MapChat going forward?
◦ Long-term inventory vs short-term issue 

discussion
◦ Personal use &/or expert facilitated
◦ Other approaches
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Round Lake Association
Riparian, Trails and GEOIDE workshops
Call Lake
Tatlow road
Driftwood
Tyhee Lake
Seymour Lake
Glacier Gulch
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Central Bulkley 
Valley
(base image only)
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Central Bulkley 
Valley with assets:
• Quick & Round L
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Central Bulkley 
Valley with assets:
• Quick & Round L
• Tatlow
• Driftwood
• Tyhee Lake 
(Green was converted to a 
static layer with numbered 
comments)
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Central Bulkley 
Valley with assets:
• Quick & Round L
• Tatlow
• Driftwood
• Tyhee Lake
• Seymour Lake
• Glacier Gulch
• and more ...
(Brown are linked to active 
comments in MapChat 
discussion)
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Central Bulkley 
Valley with assets:
• Quick & Round L 
• Tatlow
• Driftwood
• Tyhee Lake
• Seymour Lake
• Glacier Gulch
• and more ...
• and trails



Filtering public comments on private land?

Editing or compiling contributed information

Call Lake example: 
◦ BVSC community assets as contributed on 

www.bvmapchat.ca/bvsc
◦ Public map with private land filtered 

www.valleyvision.ca/research-projects/bv-community-mapping
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Try out Mapchat using BV Sample or 

Browse the BVSC community asset mapping

View the posters, discuss ideas

Meditate in the garden
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Sources of Information:
Newspaper
Agency websites
◦ ILMB/Front Counter/Crown Land’s ARFD
◦ Regional District notices
◦ Town notices
Direct referrals
BVSC Protocol
Word of mouth
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Official notices are not always easy to interpret:
“Notice of Intention to Apply for a Disposition of 
Crown Land”
◦ Often the ad has no map
◦ A lot number or general vicinity and a file number
◦ “Go to www.FrontCounterBC.ca and then Applications 

and Reasons for Decisions” ??? 

Notice of intent to apply to exclude land from the 
Agricultural Land Reserve 
◦ North West 1/4 Section 6 Township 4 Range 5 Coast 

District   
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http://www.frontcounterbc.ca/


VV news articles highlights opportunities to 
provide input and links to notices etc.
If necessary, VV creates a new map using 
iMapBC or MapChat or Google Maps or ...
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Sometimes there is a public request for a map 
that overlays specific layers
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Experience in other jurisdictions?
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Alerting the Network
Email list
Information posted on Valley Vision
Word of mouth
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From: J. Gilden [mailto:jgilden@sbcglobal.net] 
Sent: April-23-09 11:19 AM
To: Bulkley Valley Stewardship Coalition Undisclosed Recipient
Subject: Telkwa River Lease/Sale

Dear Coalition Participants:
As part of our monitoring of development plans in the Valley, we have become 
aware of a proposal to lease with an option to purchase a tract of Crown land 
which lies along the south bank of the Telkwa River near Coalmine Road outside 
of Telkwa. The lease proposal involves potential agricultural development on 
this tract. We believe that fishermen, paddlers and other recreational users of 
the Telkwa might be interested in learning about this proposal. For more 
information you should visit the ILMB website at:
www.arfd.bc.ca/ApplicationPosting/viewpost.jsp?PostID=10634
That page provides maps identifying the location covered by the 
proposal. Please note that the webpage as of yesterday identified today, April 
23, 2009, as the final date for making comments. As of today, the automatic 
link on that webpage for making comments does not appear. However, the 
newspaper notice of the proposal identified May 7, 2009, as the final date for 
making comments. We do not know why there is this inconsistency. In any 
event, written comments can be sent to:
Section Head, Crown Land Adjudication, ILMB
PO Box 5000 – 3726 Alfred Ave. Smithers BC, V0J 2N0
phone 250-847-7356   fax 250-847-7556

The Valley Vision website also provides notice about this proposal, which can 
be viewed at:
www.valleyvision.ca/news-archive/crown-land-application-for-agriculture 36

http://www.arfd.bc.ca/ApplicationPosting/viewpost.jsp?PostID=10634
http://www.valleyvision.ca/news-archive/crown-land-application-for-agriculture


Discussion:
Other ways to alert the community?
Experience in other jurisdictions?
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Facilitate Participation in Public Process:
Identify responsible agency and contact info 
Offer MapChat and Valley Vision as public 
discussion forums

Proactive Work with Decision-Makers/Planners:
Give agencies direct access to map data
Get direct referrals
Collect, summarize and submit feedback 
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Perils of success – overloading government 
officials
Pros and cons of taking on quasi-official task 
of evaluating/summarizing public input
Is BVSC a “stakeholder” or an interest group?
Should BVSC become more proactive? 
Interest-based?
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Free form discussion of potential next steps.

Some topics to consider:
Governance
Building/expanding involvement of
public and First Nations
Mapping systems live & interactive?
Resources
Managing systems
Managing growing volume of data
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